
CORE WORD OF THE WEEK 

ME/MY  
Each week we will have one word of the week. This week the word is ME/MY. The 

word will always be a core vocabulary word. Core vocabulary words are words 

which are most commonly used in over 80% of our conversation. Our word of the 

week will be on the core vocabulary board. This core vocabulary board has 48 of 

the most common core vocabulary words. When we say ME/MY we point to that 

word on the board. You can also sign the word ME/MY. Here is the sign for 

“ME/MY”. 

 

 In general to do the sign that means "me" or "I" you just point at 

 yourself or touch your index finger to your chest. 

 

We model sentences on our core vocabulary board by pointing to the words on 

the board as we say them. Some sentences we used with the word “ME/MY” 

include: “Save some for ME!”(from 10 red apples book),  “smiling down at ME” 

(from “way up high in an apple tree” song). 

We read the book 10 Red Apples by Pat Hutchins and answered 

questions during the book (i.e. “Who ate the apple?” “What did the 

farmer say?” “How many apples are left?”)  We sang “Way up high in an 

apple tree” song and did the hand motions.  Made a hand/thumbprint 

apple tree craft. Repeat each letter in their name.  Find your apple “my apple.” 
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This is a good fingerplay to practice at home! 

 

“Way Up High in an Apple Tree” 

(To the tune of “Twinkle, Twinkle Little Star”) 

 LYRICS:  

Way up high in an apple tree, (Hold up both your hands and spread 

your fingers for pretend apple tree) 

 Five red apples smiled down at me. (Hold up 5 fingers) 

 I shook that tree as hard as I could, (Pretend to shake the tree)  

Down came an apple! (catch apple and bite it)  

Mmmmm it was good! (Rub your tummy in a circle motion)  

Way up high in that apple tree, (Hold up both your hands and spread 

your fingers for pretend apple tree)  

Four red apples smiled down at me. (Hold up 4 fingers) 

 (Repeat above with 4, 3, 2, 1, then continue with the ending below)  

Way up high in that apple tree. (Hold up both your hands and spread 

your fingers for pretend apple tree)  

No more apples smiling down at me. (Hide your hands behind your 

back.) 

 


